Poliovirus translation initiation: differential effects of directed and selected mutations in the 5' noncoding region of viral RNAs.
We have analyzed the translational defects of a number of mutations in the 5' noncoding region of poliovirus type 1 RNA. These mutations fall into three categories: (1) two mutations which resulted in temperature sensitive (ts) viruses, (2) the second-site mutations responsible for the reversion of the two ts viruses, and (3) mutations which were lethal to virus production. RNAs containing either of the ts mutations translated in vitro at levels significantly lower than wild-type levels. RNAs containing the respective second-site reversions had corrected these translational defects to levels corresponding to their viral growth potentials. Unlike in vitro translation of wild-type poliovirus RNA, translation of the RNAs which gave rise to ts mutant viruses was not stimulated by the addition of an S10 fraction from an uninfected HeLa cell extract to a rabbit reticulocyte lysate (RRL). In vitro translation of the mutant RNAs (corresponding to the ts viruses) in a RRL was stimulated by factors present in a ribosomal salt wash (RSW) from a HeLa extract, although the levels of stimulation were only half those seen for wild-type. These results suggest that the stimulatory factors present in the RSW have a decreased affinity for the mutant RNA templates but can, to some extent interact, with such RNAs if provided in high enough concentration. The in vitro translation of RNAs containing either of the lethal mutations was not stimulated by factors present in the S10 or the RSW. Taken together, our data suggest a correlation between the ability of a genetically altered RNA to respond to translation stimulatory factors in vitro and the ability of that mutation to be recovered in infectious virus. In addition, we have identified the in vivo-selected reversion of translational defects for two different ts viruses.